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Abstract—Data fragmentation has recently emerged as a com-
plementary approach to encryption for protecting confidentiality
of sensitive associations when storing data at external parties.
In this paper, we discuss how the use of indexes, typically
associated with the encrypted portion of the data, while desirable
for providing effectiveness and efficiency in query execution,
can - combined with fragmentation - cause potential leakage of
confidential (encrypted or fragmented) information. We illustrate
how the exposure to leakage varies depending on the kind of
indexes. Such observations can result useful for the design of
approaches assessing information exposure and for the definition
of safe (free from inferences) indexes in fragmented data.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing represents today a successful paradigm for

delegating data storage and management to external services.
To protect data confidentiality from the storing/processing
servers themselves, which can be honest but curious, data
are typically encrypted – so to make them non-intelligible to
the storing servers – and queries are executed on associated
indexes [1], [2]. Recent approaches have proposed the use
of data fragmentation, possibly combined with encryption,
to protect confidentiality when what is sensitive is the data
association, in contrast to the specific data values [3], [4], [5].
Fragmentation allows the storage of plaintext values at

the server side thus providing more convenience in terms
of data accessibility and query performance, since the server
can evaluate selection conditions on plaintext attributes in a
precise way. However, when operating on a fragment, the
server is not able to evaluate conditions on attributes not
appearing in the clear. These conditions would then need to be
evaluated by the client, who can access the whole dataset, with
potentially high cost in terms of communication and client-
side computation. To avoid such a limitation and effectively
exploit fragmentation, it is important to couple fragments with
indexes on the encrypted portion of the data enabling some
server-side evaluation of conditions on attributes not appearing
in the clear [6]. In this paper, we discuss the combined use
of fragmentation and indexes and show how it may cause
leakage of confidential information, otherwise protected by
encryption or fragmentation. The contribution of our paper is
on pointing out such information leakage issues, together with

observations on strengths and weaknesses of different indexing
strategies. Our paper represents a first step for the definition
of safe indexes (i.e., free from inferences) for data fragments,
and of metrics assessing the risk of information leakage to
which indexed fragments are exposed. The analysis we present
makes the assumption that the adversary is not monitoring the
queries and only has access to the static representation of the
data. This assumption is consistent with a scenario where users
are worried by adversaries accessing the data stored on the
server (e.g., due to authentication errors or the use of side
channels that access the data at the physical level), rather
than by adversaries with long-term control over the server
processing the queries.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II presents the basic concepts on fragmentation and
indexing techniques. Section III describes inference exposure
caused by the introduction of indexes in fragments. Section IV
discusses the properties an index should have to limit expo-
sure to inference. Section V illustrates related work. Finally,
Section VI presents our conclusions.

II. FRAGMENTS AND INDEXES
Consistently with existing proposals, we consider the out-

sourced data to be represented as a single relational table
and confidentiality constraints to express attributes, or com-
binations thereof, that are considered sensitive. Fragmentation
avoids encrypting attributes when their values are not sensi-
tive, allowing instead the protection of sensitive associations
separating the involved attributes by vertically splitting the
relation into different fragments that cannot be joined [3], [4],
[5]. To illustrate, consider the relation and the confidentiality
constraints in Figure 1(a) and in Figure 1(b), respectively.
While SSN values are sensitive and need to be encrypted for
external storage, for all the other attributes what is sensitive is
their association. Fragmentation F={{Name,State}, {Job},
{Disease}} protects these sensitive associations allowing
the plaintext representation of the four attributes in three
different fragments. At the physical level [4], fragments are
composed of tuples, each reporting a salt (used in the en-
cryption of the tuple), the encrypted tuple (including all the
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PATIENTS
SSN Name State Job Disease

123456789 Adams VA Nurse Flu
234567891 Brown MN Nurse Flu
345678912 Cooper CA Teacher Flu
456789123 Davis VA Lawyer Diabetes
567891234 Eden NY Clerk Diabetes
678912345 Falk CA Teacher Gastritis
789123456 Green NY Doctor Arthritis
891234567 Hack NY Nurse Arthritis

c0 = {SSN}
c1 = {Name, Disease}
c2 = {Job, Disease}
c3 = {Name, Job}

Fe

1

salt et Name State
s11 et11 Adams VA
s12 et12 Brown MN
s13 et13 Cooper CA
s14 et14 Davis VA
s15 et15 Eden NY
s16 et16 Falk CA
s17 et17 Green NY
s18 et18 Hack NY

Fe

2

salt et Job
s21 et21 Nurse
s22 et22 Nurse
s23 et23 Teacher
s24 et24 Lawyer
s25 et25 Clerk
s26 et26 Teacher
s27 et27 Doctor
s28 et28 Nurse

Fe

3

salt et Disease
s31 et31 Flu
s32 et32 Flu
s33 et33 Flu
s34 et34 Diabetes
s35 et35 Diabetes
s36 et36 Gastritis
s37 et37 Arthritis
s38 et38 Arthritis

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Fig. 1. Plaintext relation (a), confidentiality constraints (b), and fragments (c-e)

attributes in the original relation that are not represented in the
clear), and the plaintext values of the attributes in the fragment
(Figures 1(c-e)). For clarity, in our examples we always list
tuples in the order in which they appear in the original relation
(in practice, a different order will be used in each fragment to
break the correspondence among their tuples).
Fragmentation enables the precise execution of selection

conditions over plaintext attributes by the server, but re-
sults limited when conditions involve also attributes that are
encrypted in the fragment because they are sensitive (by
themselves or in association with the ones already present
in the clear). In fact, fragments cannot be joined and each
query operates on one fragment only, as each fragment stores
(either in encrypted or plaintext form) all the attributes of the
original relation. For instance, the server can return all the
tuples of patients living in Virginia by querying fragment Fe

1,
or the tuples of patients suffering from Diabetes by querying
fragment Fe

3. However, since attributes State and Disease
do not appear in the clear in the same fragment and the server
can neither decrypt nor join Fe

1 and Fe
3, it cannot compute

the tuples of patients suffering from Diabetes and living in
Virginia. At least one of these conditions would need to be
evaluated by the client. To avoid such a burden it is necessary
to complement fragments with indexes for those attributes not
appearing in plaintext, so to allow the server-side evaluation
(even if not precise) of conditions over them, without disclos-
ing sensitive values or associations. Indexes should however
not permit the server to (loosely) join fragments as this would
violate confidentiality constraints.
Intuitively, an index is a function ! that maps plaintext

values to obfuscated values. In the data outsourcing scenario,
different kinds of indexes have been proposed, which can be
summarized in the following three classes.

• Direct index (di): ! maps each plaintext value to one
index value and viceversa. The index can be obtained
by applying an encryption (unsalted) function on the
plaintext values of the attribute (e.g., [7]).

• Bucket index (bi): ! maps each plaintext value to one
index value, with collisions (i.e., different plaintext values
can be mapped to a same index value). The index can be
obtained via a hash function with collisions (e.g., [7]) or
by partitioning plaintext values and mapping all values
in a partition to a same index value (e.g., [1]).

• Flattened index (fi): ! maps each plaintext value to one
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Fig. 2. Index functions for attribute Disease

or more index values in such a way that all index values
have the same number of occurrences (flattening), but
each index value represents one plaintext value. The index
can be obtained by applying an encryption function over
plaintext values that ensures such properties (e.g., [8]).

Figure 2 illustrates an example of index functions on attribute
Disease in Figure 1(a), considering the different types of
indexing.

III. INFORMATION LEAKAGE
We now discuss the possible information leakage caused by

the introduction of indexes in fragments. For simplicity, in the
discussion we consider a single indexed attribute to appear
in a fragment, adding an index for Disease in fragment
Fe
1 (Figures 3(a-c)), and we investigate how the combination
of the index with the plaintext information exposes sensitive
association {Name, Disease}. This consideration is just
for simplicity of exposition and is not to be considered a
limitation, since our goal is to investigate the information
leakage caused by the combined presence of plaintext values
(due to fragmentation) and indexes. The observations naturally
extend to the consideration of multiple indexes, while the
exposure due to the combination of indexes by themselves
has been investigated in outsourcing scenarios [7].
To examine the information leakage from indexed frag-

ments, we consider two kinds of knowledge that a curious
observer (e.g., the storing server or adversaries gaining ac-
cess to the stored data) can exploit: vertical knowledge and
horizontal knowledge, characterized as follows.

• Vertical knowledge (vk) is due to values appearing in
the clear in one fragment and indexed in other fragments.



Indexed versions of fragment Fe
1 Knowledge

salt et Name State id
s11 et11 Adams VA !
s12 et12 Brown MN !
s13 et13 Cooper CA !
s14 et14 Davis VA "
s15 et15 Eden NY "
s16 et16 Falk CA #
s17 et17 Green NY $
s18 et18 Hack NY $

salt et Name State id
s11 et11 Adams VA %
s12 et12 Brown MN %
s13 et13 Cooper CA %
s14 et14 Davis VA &
s15 et15 Eden NY &
s16 et16 Falk CA %
s17 et17 Green NY '
s18 et18 Hack NY '

salt et Name State id
s11 et11 Adams VA (
s12 et12 Brown MN )
s13 et13 Cooper CA µ
s14 et14 Davis VA *
s15 et15 Eden NY +
s16 et16 Falk CA ,
s17 et17 Green NY -
s18 et18 Hack NY .

Disease
Flu
Flu
Flu
Diabetes
Diabetes
Gastritis
Arthritis
Arthritis

Name Disease
Adams Flu

(a) di (b) bi (c) fi (d) vk (e) hk
Fig. 3. Choices for indexed fragments (a-c) and additional knowledge (d,e)

For instance, fragment Fe
3 in Figure 1(e) makes visible

the plaintext values (and their number of occurrences) of
attribute Disease (Figure 3(d)).

• Horizontal knowledge (hk) is due to possible external
knowledge that an observer has with respect to the
presence of specific tuples (corresponding to sensitive
associations) in the table. In its simplest form, horizontal
knowledge is represented by the knowledge of a single
tuple. For instance, the observer can know that Adams
suffers from Flu (Figure 3(e)). Note that the effectiveness
of an attack based on horizontal knowledge is lower if
the indexed fragment Fe

1 includes multiple occurrences of
the known value of the plaintext attribute (Adams, in our
example) that are associated with different index values.
Here, we consider the worst case scenario, assuming one
occurrence of the known plaintext value.

We now examine the information leakage caused by the
inclusion of index id for Disease in Fe

1, considering the
different indexing approaches (Figures 3(a-c)) and additional
knowledge (Figures 3(d-e)).
Direct index, vertical knowledge (di-vk). Sensitive associ-
ations are exposed depending on their distinguishability with
respect to the number of occurrences of the index values. In
the example (Figure 3(a)), the index values corresponding to
Gastritis and Flu are recognizable being the only one with 1
and 3 occurrences, respectively. An observer can then easily
infer that Falk has Gastritis and Adams, Brown, Cooper have
Flu. As for the other 4 patients, the observer can estimate that
they have one of the two other diseases with equal probability.
Direct index, horizontal knowledge (di-hk). By joining the
knowledge of a tuple with the plaintext attribute (Name)
appearing in the indexed fragment, the adversary can retrieve
the index value corresponding to the specific plaintext value
of the indexed attribute (Flu). This exposes all the associations
having the same index value as the one the observer knows.
In the example (Figure 3(a)), knowledge of the association
(Adams, Flu) allows the observer to infer that !(Flu)=" and
then that also Brown and Cooper have Flu. Had the observer
known instead association (Davis, Diabetes), she could have
inferred that !(Diabetes)=# and then that Eden has Diabetes.
Bucket index, vertical knowledge (bi-vk). Bucket indexes
reduce the exposure of associations since different plaintext
values may be represented by the same index value. How-

ever, values with a high number of occurrences (outliers)
remain more exposed. In fact, the buckets to which they
can correspond are only those whose size is at least the
number of occurrences of the plaintext values. In the example
(Figure 3(b)), the observer can easily infer that !(Flu)=$ since
$ is the only index value with at least 3 occurrences. She can
then infer that 3 out of the 4 patients with id=$ have Flu and
1 patient has Gastritis, which is the only plaintext value with
1 occurrence (i.e., each one has Flu with 0.75 probability and
Gastritis with 0.25 probability).
Bucket index, horizontal knowledge (bi-hk). Like in the
direct index case, the observer can recognize the index value
representing the known plaintext value, with the only dif-
ference that the index value may correspond also to other
plaintext values. The observer can then infer that some asso-
ciations are not present in the database (tuples with a different
index value will certainly not be associated with the known
plaintext value). Together with vertical knowledge (that the
storing server always has), it permits to infer the probability
that some sensitive associations with the known plaintext
value belong to the database. In the example (Figure 3(b)),
knowledge of the association (Adams, Flu) allows the observer
to infer that !(Flu)=$. Since there are 3 occurrences of Flu
and 4 occurrences of $, by removing the known tuple, the
observer can infer that Brown, Cooper, and Falk have 0.66
probability of suffering from Flu. Had the observer known
instead association (Davis, Diabetes), she could have inferred
that !(Diabetes)=% and, since there are 2 occurrences of
Diabetes and 2 occurrences of %, Eden certainly has Diabetes.
Flattened index, vertical knowledge (fi-vk). Flattened in-
dexes are not vulnerable to attacks exploiting vertical knowl-
edge. Indeed, flattening the occurrences of the index values
makes it impossible to establish correspondences between
plaintext and index values based on the number of occurrences.
Flattened index, horizontal knowledge (fi-hk). Flattened
indexes reduce the risk of exposure of associations since
different occurrences of the same plaintext value are possibly
mapped to different index values. The observer can then
recognize one of the index values representing the known
plaintext value (Flu) by joining the tuple she knows with
the indexed fragment on the plaintext attribute (Name). This
exposes all the associations having the same index value as the
one the observer knows. Note that since a plaintext value can



be mapped to several index values, the exposed tuples could
be a subset of the tuples with the same plaintext value as the
one in the known tuple (Flu). In the example (Figure 3(c)),
knowledge of the association (Adams, Flu) allows the observer
to infer that !(Flu)=& but since each index value has only one
occurrence, no other association is exposed.

IV. DISCUSSION
As noted in the previous section, vertical knowledge enables

the observer to exploit the frequency distribution of the index
values to infer the corresponding plaintext values, retrieving
them in a precise way or decreasing the uncertainty over
them. Such an attack is clearly not possible when index
values are equally distributed (flattened index). While blocking
inferences from vertical knowledge, flattened indexes remain
vulnerable to inferences from horizontal knowledge. Such
inferences can however be mitigated when the index func-
tion generates collisions (bucket index). Hence, to provide
protection against both vertical and horizontal knowledge, the
index function should both flatten the frequency distribution of
index values and generate collisions. To illustrate, Figure 4(a)
reports an example of index function providing both flattening
and collisions. The indexed fragment in Figure 4(b), which
uses such an index, is protected against inferences from the
vertical and horizontal knowledge previously discussed. In
fact, vertical knowledge cannot be exploited since all index
values look alike (each have 2 occurrences). The horizontal
knowledge (Adams, Flu), while disclosing to an observer that
' is one of the index values representing Flu, does not allow
her to determine what is the plaintext value corresponding to
the other occurrence of '.
As usual, protection comes at some cost (in this case,

lower query performance and higher communication costs).
The presence of collisions (confusing different plaintext values
together under the same index value) necessarily implies less
precision in the server’s response to queries based on the index
(with reference to Figure 4, a client search with condition
Disease=“Gastritis” would be transmitted to the server as a
condition id=(, thus returning also a tuple referring to Flu).
The client needs then to perform a query post-processing
to filter out spurious tuples from the server’s response. The
split of a same plaintext value over different index values
increases the index values that are to be retrieved. For instance,
with reference to Figure 4, a client search with condition
Disease=“Flu” will imply requesting the server to retrieve
all tuples with index value equal to ' or (. The collisions
in the indexing will contribute to increase the size of the
result. Splitting and collisions introduce an increase of the
query execution cost which should be evaluated with care.
The expectation is that a flattened index with collisions is
in most cases a convenient solution, with the advantages in
terms of leakage protection dominating the increased query
execution costs. We speculate that the definition of a flattened
index function with collisions can be based on an adaptation
of perfect hash functions [9]. These functions enrich hashing
with additional information and produce a flat distribution of

Flu

&
&
&
&
& /

Diabetes 0

Gastritis 1

Arthritis 2

Fe

1

salt et Name State id
s11 et11 Adams VA /
s12 et12 Brown MN /
s13 et13 Cooper CA 1
s14 et14 Davis VA 0
s15 et15 Eden NY 0
s16 et16 Falk CA 1
s17 et17 Green NY 2
s18 et18 Hack NY 2

(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Flattened index function with collisions (a) and indexed fragment
Fe

1
(b)

the index values on singleton buckets. They can be extended to
equal-size non-singleton buckets, obtaining at the same time
flattening and collisions (the precise adaptation of the function
is an interesting research direction).
It is interesting to note the special case of indexes over

key attributes (i.e., values having a single occurrence). In this
case even direct indexing provides protection. In fact, though
implying a one to one correspondence between plaintext and
index values, it does not result vulnerable: being all equal
to one, frequencies cannot be exploited, and since no value
appears more than once, knowledge of the fact that a plaintext
value corresponds to a given index value cannot be exploited.
We close this section with a note on dynamic observations

and on the presence of multiple indexes. Dynamic observations
refer to the knowledge that an observer can acquire from
queries. For instance, the server can acquire information on
the splitting by observing that certain index values are queried
together. As an example, with respect to fragment Fe

1 in
Figure 4(b), a query looking for all patients suffering from Flu
is translated into a query asking the tuples where id=' or id=(,
thus revealing that !(Flu)={',(}. Protection against dynamic
observations requires changing the index function at every
query, with an approach similar to those employed to protect
access confidentiality based on shuffling and dynamic memory
allocation [10]. As for multiple indexes, we note that if several
index attributes appear in the same fragment, the observations
above on flattening and collisions directly apply, with the only
difference that they should be referred to the combination of
index values in a tuple (in contrast to individual index values).
Other two cases of multiple indexing need to be considered,
namely: two attributes appear one in plaintext and the other
indexed in one fragment and reversed in another fragment,
and the indexing of a same attribute in different fragments.
Both cases do not introduce further vulnerabilities with respect
to the single index case, assuming that the index provides
flattening and collisions for non-key attributes (otherwise,
the observer’s linking capabilities would be enhanced by the
presence of multiple indexes). With reference to the first
case, the release of fragments Fe

2 and Fe
3 in Figure 5, each

complemented with a flattened index with collision over the
attribute appearing in the clear in the other fragment, does not
cause additional information leakage than the release of Fe

2 in
Figure 5(a) and Fe

3 in Figure 1(e). If the indexes are defined
using a direct or bucket index function, the release of these



Fe

2

salt et Job id
s21 et21 Nurse !
s22 et22 Nurse "
s23 et23 Teacher !
s24 et24 Lawyer #
s25 et25 Clerk #
s26 et26 Teacher "
s27 et27 Doctor $
s28 et28 Nurse $

Fe

3

salt et Disease ij
s31 et31 Flu 3
s32 et32 Flu '
s33 et33 Flu %
s34 et34 Diabetes &
s35 et35 Diabetes &
s36 et36 Gastritis %
s37 et37 Arthritis '
s38 et38 Arthritis 3

(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Fragment Fe

2
with index over Disease (a) and fragment Fe

3
with

index over Job (b)

two fragments would instead amplify the risks of information
leakage described in Section III. With reference to the second
case, we note that the index functions used for indexing the
same attribute in different fragments should produce different
mappings. Otherwise, indexes could be exploited to (loosely)
join fragments, thus reconstructing sensitive associations. As
an example, consider fragments Fe

1 and Fe
2 in Figures 1(c-

d) and assume that they are complemented with a flattened
index with collision over Disease, computed by the index
function in Figure 4(a). These two fragments can be joined
revealing that Adams and Brown are nurses. This violates the
confidentiality of association {Name, Job}. On the contrary,
the release of fragments Fe

1 and Fe
2 in Figure 4(b) and in

Figure 5(a), respectively, does not cause such an inference as
the index functions adopted produce different mappings.

V. RELATED WORK

Several research efforts have been performed in the context
of data outsourcing [11], also proposing indexing techniques
for efficiently performing queries directly on outsourced en-
crypted data [2]. These indexing techniques support different
kinds of selection conditions and SQL clauses (e.g., equality
conditions [1], [12], [13], range conditions [8], [12], [14],
keyword searches [15]). The proposal in [7] analyzes infer-
ence exposure caused by indexes complementing encrypted
outsourced data. Although addressing a similar problem, the
results illustrated in [7] are not applicable to our scenario as
the authors assume the outsourced relation to be completely
encrypted, while we consider a fragmentation scenario where
data are also plaintext represented.
Data fragmentation has been studied as a solution to provide

privacy guarantees in outsourcing scenarios without encrypting
the whole outsourced dataset. The proposals that adopt frag-
mentation can be classified depending on the technique used to
protect sensitive associations (i.e., encryption, fragmentation,
or a combination of them) [3], [4], [5] Our work is comple-
mentary to these proposals since it combines fragmentation
with indexing. The first solution in this direction has been
introduced in [6], where the authors propose to store an
index structure at the data owner side to efficiently evaluate
queries including conditions on attributes plaintext represented
in different fragments. This proposal however does not analyze
the inference exposure possibly caused by complementing
fragments with indexes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Our observations can provide a useful basis for future

works, including: the investigation of index functions provid-
ing both flattening and collisions, the definition of metrics for
assessing exposures due to indexes, and the consideration of
different types of knowledge that observers could exploit and
that could enable leakage of sensitive information.
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